Abstract. To obtain a real-time situational awareness about the specific behavior of targets-of-interest using large-scale sensory data-set, this paper presents a generic sensor-oriented information system based on Hadoop Ecosystem, which is denoted as SOIS-Hadoop for simplicity. Robotic heterogeneous sensor nodes bound by wireless sensor network are used to track things-of-interest. Hadoop Ecosystem enables highly scalable and fault-tolerant acquisition, fusion and storage, retrieval, and processing of sensory data. In addition, SOIS-Hadoop employs temporally and spatially dependent mathematical model to formulate the expected behavior of targets-of-interest, based on which the observed behavior of targets can be analyzed and evaluated. Using two realworld sensor-oriented information processing and analysis problems as examples, the mechanism of SOIS-Hadoop is also presented and validated in detail.
INTRODUCTION
An information system is generally a computer-centric system that integrates data acquisition, processing and analysis, storage and communication, interpretation, and knowledge discovery, etc. [1] [2] [3] [4] . Sensor-oriented information systems addressed in this work aim to obtain a panoramic, timely, trusted understanding about the observed behavior of targets-of-interest (TOI) [3] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] by exploiting networked sensor assets, which consist of large number of autonomous, heterogeneous, and multi-layer sensor nodes. It is an extremely computationally intense, labor-intensive and highly unreliable job to derive a real-time situational awareness about TOI from high volume, high generation velocity, wide variety of sensory data, the addressed sensor-oriented information system is constructed over Hadoop Ecosystem [8] [11], a conventionally used big-data platform. This paper proposes a generic sensor-oriented information system based on Hadoop cluster (SOIS-Hadoop) [11] [12] [13] [14] to monitor and analyze the specific behavior of target-ofinterest (TOI) according to persistent surveillance sensory data. The addressed SOISHadoop has the following features: (1) Employing temporally and spatially dependent mathematical models [3] [9] [15] [16] to formulate the expected behavior about targets-ofinterest, based on which the observed behavior of TOI can be evaluated or the future behavior of TOI can be predicted; (2) Tracking TOI through deploying networked autonomous sensor nodes, which will be tuned using collective control and self-optimization to achieve the optimal, reliable, and energy-efficient observations; (3) Using Hadoop Ecosystem to handle the acquisition, fusion, storage, management and mining of large-scale real-time/historical sensory data.
The major topics of this paper include: (1) a generic hardware and software infrastructure, and the implementation flowchart of SOIS-Hadoop; (2) the application of SOIS-Hadoop in real-world sensor-enabled engineering problems such as predictive analysis of the aggregation of carp, and the anomaly detection of traffic flow; (3) mathematical modeling about the expected behavior of TOI, both microscopic and macroscopic strategies are addressed.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the hardware infrastructure of the SOIS-Hadoop system; Section 3 discusses the software framework of the SOIS-Hadoop system; Section 4 briefly introduces the flowchart of the system; Section 5 uses two representative sensor-oriented information analysis problems as benchmark to demonstrate the mechanism and implementation of SOIS-Hadoop; Section 6 introduces macro-cell strategy, a divide-and-conquer method, to manipulate large-scale application problems with high scalability; Section 7 summarizes the effort.
HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE OF HADOOP XEN CLUSTERS
The overarching goal of this interdisciplinary project is enabling robust intelligent systems which can operate autonomously for long periods of time. This ability requires that all system components are seamlessly integrated. Figure 1 shows the hardwareconfiguration of Hadoop based sensory data processing and analysis system. The proposed system consists of three hardware modules: (1) Data acquisition and pre-processing based on mobile computing platform (e.g., iPhone, laptop, etc.). Sensory data may be acquired by multiple sensors at the same time. Pre-processing indicates translating stream sensory data such as video data into semi-structured format data such as XML format (www.w3.org). (2) Data storage and management server based on Hadoop cluster, which is built using multiple inter-connected Xen virtual machines. (3) Data analysis and visualization client, which mainly simulates the temporally and spatially dependent mathematical model.
To fully exploit sensor asset, the following issues need to be investigated: (1) the design and development of provably correct, decentralized algorithms for finding and localizing multiple mobile TOI using a networked sensor nodes [17] , and synchronizing sensor stream, etc.; (2) achieving longevity and energy-efficiency by developing energy efficient motion planning algorithms; studying system level energy trade-offs and optimization; improving system life-time by energy harvesting; (3) mobility and energy aware communication protocols for robotic networks; and (4) data analysis algorithms to discover TOI's mobility patterns at multiple scales and how these patterns correlate with environmental parameters. As illustrated in Figure 1 , a multitude of collaborative mobile sensor nodes are deployed to detect, discriminate, localize, and track targets of interest (TOIs). Each sensor node is managed by a Raspberry Pi single-board computer (www.raspberrypi.org), which is equipped with the Robot Operating System (www.ros.org), 3G/4G CDMA cellular gateway that will provides sensor nodes with internet connectivity based on radio transceiver, solar panel, GPS-aided inertial navigation system [18] , and electro-optical sensor used to capture the movement of TOIs. Robot Operating System provides standard operating system services such as low-level device control, implementation of commonly-used functionality, inter-process message passing, and package management. illustrates that mobile sensor nodes [19] are deployed to track carp in lakes and monitor traffic status over a city respectively. Long-term operation of sensor nodes necessitates a long-term energy source. In this work, the energy consumption [20] for wireless sensor network [21] TOI will greatly optimize the motion of sensor-nodes; second, wireless communication is the largest energy consumer on the robotic platform, IEEE 802.15.4 wireless personal area networks protocol (standards.ieee.org ) is used in our work; the topology of wireless sensor network, synchronization technique, WSN routing algorithm, transmission protocol, and long path-loss models [22] may all determine the energy efficiency of WSN. Third, the robotic vehicle for TOI tracking is equipped with solar panel coupled to a solar charger and a deep-cycle rechargeable battery. A Hadoop ecosystem built on Xen Linux virtualization (www.xenproject.org) cluster provides a highly scalable and fault-tolerant platform for acquiring, fusing, storing and analyzing huge amounts of sensory data in a distributed computing environment.
Data analysis and visualization client mainly handle the simulation of temporally and spatially dependent mathematical model, the most computationally intensive operation in the implementation SOIS-Hadoop. In this work, Data analysis and visualization client is hosted by a multi-processor and multi-core parallel computing machine. Message Passing Interface (MPI) parallel programming paradigm is used to implement the simulation of temporally and spatially dependent mathematical model [8] [23]. Figure 3 demonstrates the software infrastructure about SOIS-Hadoop. Considering the addressed information system is driven by huge-scale heterogeneous sensory data [3] , highly scalable, robust, and relatively accurate computational methods are investigated in the implementation of SOIS-Hadoop.
SOFTWARE INFRASTRUCTURE OF SOIS-HADOOP
Accessory information (e.g., geographic information, weather condition, and historical data, which are of XML format in our implementation) system and persistent surveillance sensory data constitute two major important inputs for SOIS-Hadoop. Hadoop-Ecosystem [14] is employed as the main engine of SOIS-Hadoop: Flume (flume.apache.org) acquires, aggregates, pre-processes, and then forward the sensory data to Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS); Sqoop (sqoop.apache.org) provides an interface between accessory information and HDFS; Built on the top of HDFS, HBase (hbase.aparche.org) provides a realtime and random access to the data; HBase is equipped with NoSQL Database [7] , which is of key-value format, supports highly scalable, concurrent, and fault-tolerant storage about structured or semi-structured data appeared in SOIS-Hadoop because it does not need to category and parse the sensory data into fixed format; Hive (hive.apache.org) facilitates query and managing large dataset; R-connector and Mahout (mahout.apache.com) are employed in the mining and statistical analysis about sensory and accessory data. As one of our major contributions, analytics module extracts the features about target-of-interest from data using temporally and spatially dependent mathematical model. Classification and clustering module use machine learning strategy to measure the event according to the features obtained in Analytics module. Fig. 4 shows a generic flow-chart about the sensor-oriented information analysis system [12] . Geographic information module defines the geometry configuration of the scene; mathematical model about the expected behavior of target-of-interest [6] , which is emphatically investigated in this paper, agent-based mathematical model is used to anticipate the evolution of observed behavior about carp school; persistent surveillance sensory data is directly acquired from sensors. In addition, the acquisition, pre-processing, storage, retrieval are all implemented based on Hadoop ecosystem [11] including Apache Flume, Mahout, Hive, and R-connector, etc. Fig. 4 also illustrates that the implementation of sensor-oriented information analysis system consists of following two threads: (1) Formulating the mathematical model (e.g., spatial-and temporal-dependent partial differential equations) using historical sensory data about the expected behavior of thing-of-interest (TOI) [5] [6][13] [24] . (2) Processing and integration of observed sensory data. A situational awareness is derived from these two threads. Then the situational awareness will reversely guide the self-optimization of datacollection and cooperative control [25] of sensor nodes so as to generate more accurate understanding about external events and achieve longevity by developing energy-efficient motion planning algorithms.
A GENERIC FLOWCHART FOR SENSOR-ORIENTED INFORMATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM
The mathematical model about the expected behavior of target-of-interest is formulated according to the geographic information and the historical records about target-of-interests. The core calculations corresponding to mathematics modeling include (1) statistical analysis about the historical sensory data stored in Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), and (2) numerical solution to the mathematical simulation (e.g., using finite element method [9] [14] [16] [23] to solve the temporal and spatial-dependent partial differential equations. Processing of persistent surveillance video data includes the following operations: (1) acquisition of video data; (2) segmentation, which extracts pixels of target-of-interests (TOI) from background; (3) isolation of TOIs out of noise or other moving objects; (4) translation of optical behavior features (i.e., the velocity and position of moving TOIs within the sensor coordinate system) of detected pedestrians into their actual geographical features (i.e., the velocity and position of moving targets within the geographic coordinate system); (5) documentation, which posts the output in a format suitable for post-processing and includes position, velocity, and track. The implementation of both threads is highly computation and storage-intensive.
DATA ANALYTICS BASED ON MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In the context of sensor-oriented analysis, data analytics of sensory data aims to disclose specific behavior of target-of-interest (TOI) out of sensory data [9] [10] [16] . For example, it is a significant task to detect those speeding or wrong-way vehicle out of surveillance video on the road; therefore a description about the expected (or normal) traffic flow is needed so that those abnormal vehicles can be identified. The expected behavior (i.e., normal behavior) of TOI is commonly modeled using macroscopic or microscopic method. Microscopic method, which is also called agent-based method, provides a detailed formulation about the behavior of TOI while suffers from inhibitive computational cost and accumulated numerical error. Macroscopic method generally uses time-and space-dependent partial differential equations (PDE) to formulate the expected behavior of TOI. In this paper, microscopic and macroscopic methods are used to simulate the aggregation of carp [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] and vehicle traffic flow [34] [35] [36] respectively.
Aggregation of Carp
Since being introduced to the U.S. in the 1970 for the purpose of weed and parasite controlling in aquatic farms [37] [38] [39] , the Asian carp (including bighead carp, the black carp, the grass carp, and the silver carp) has gradually established breeding populations in Mississippi River region [39] [40] [41] . Asian carps are causing serious damage to the area' fresh-water ecosystem [38] [40] [42] . In order to provide constructive information to control the populations of Asian carps [26] [43], the addressed SOIS-Hadoop is customized and employed to predict the collective behaviour of Asian carps ( Figure 5(a) ).
In this work, an agent-based mathematics model (a microscopic method) is presented to formulate the aggregation of Asian carps. Based on the statistical analysis about empirical sensory data, the pair-wise interaction U ij is defined using modified Van der Waals forces [44] , where the corresponding potential function U ij between carp-i and carp-j is defined by the Formula (1).
From Formula (1), it follows that the resulting force function is: 
Compared to alternative models such as [33] [45] [46] , the addressed model can efficiently formulate the "aggregation" of carp school. R s , R h , and R k are illustrated in Fig. 5(b) , ||r ij || indicates the distance between two neighboring carps.  is constant coefficient derived from empirical data. It should be remarked that the moving orientation, water flow velocity and blind zone is not considered in the formulation of Formula (1). Fig. 6(a) shows the potential energy incurred by the pair-wise interaction between two neighboring carps. Fig. 6(b) shows the resulting inter-carp force. It can be observed that, inter-carp potential energy has a stable zone (or parallel zone), within which the intercarp potential energy is basically constant so that the neighboring carps can cruise without influencing each other. According to ichthyology [31] [32] , the interaction between carps is supposed to be corresponding to blind-zone (Figures 5(b) and 7(a) ). As illustrated in the Figure 7(a) ,  i is the velocity of i-th carp.  max is the maximal perceptible angle, obviously 0   max  .  ij indicates the angle between  i and r ij , it is defined by the following formula:
Given the blind-angle max , the inter-carp potential is defined as: 
As a consequence, the inter-carp interaction force is determined by the following formula:
where f ij is defined in Equation (2). Based on the above mathematical model for carp schooling, the future status of carp school can be predicted according to the currently observed sensory data using agent-based mathematics model addressed above. Furthermore, based on the preliminary simulation results, the motivations of fish aggregation, such as foraging advantages, reproductive advantages, predator avoidance, or hydrodynamic efficiency, can be disclosed. It is illustrated that carp gradually gather due to the pairwise interaction between neighboring carp; in addition, standard-derivation of kinetic energy of carp can be used to measure the aggregation status of carp school, namely a carp school in aggregation has smaller standard deviation of kinetic energy.
Vehicle traffic analysis
Traffic flow analysis plays a significant role in civil engineering, transportation management, and homeland security [34] . Due to the influence of rapid urbanization and modern industrialization, traffic congestion has become an intolerable issue in today's world.
Modeling and simulation of traffic flow provides an efficient way to understand traffic congestion and disclose corresponding remedy. Mathematical models for traffic flow are categorized into microscopic (or agent-based) and macroscopic strategies. Macroscopic models study traffic from an average (or continuum) perspective, while microscopic models study the motion of individual vehicles.
Macroscopic model uses temporal and spatial-dependent partial differential equations (generally hyperbolic partial differential equations.) to formulate the expected traffic flow. Representative macroscopic models for traffic flow are Lighthill-Whitham-Richard model [35] , Aw-Rascle Model [47] , and Zhang Model [36] . None of the above models can efficiently and accurately those formulate complicated road scenario such as nozzle, merging, diverging, and roundabout, etc.
Different from above models, the proposed work defines the governing equations for traffic flow using the following partial differential equations:
Where  (X,t) is the number of vehicles over unit length, V(X,t) is the expected velocity of the vehicle, V max is the speed limit, A(X) is the cross-section width (or bandwidth) of the road. Equation (7.1) is derived from conservation of mass. Equation (7.2) ensures that traffic flow slows down up at nozzle and keeps constant speed at fork (illustrated in Figure 9 ). 
As illustrated in Figure 10 (a), this work acquires the citywide traffic status using electro-optical sensor array mounted on Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). Figure 10(b) shows the expected traffic velocity field resulted from the solution of governing equations. The boundary conditions and the coefficient equations for governing equations are obtained according to empirical traffic data. Using the expected traffic flow as reference, the observed vehicles can be measured and evaluated. Fig. 10 (a) traffic status acquired using UAV-mounted optical-electro sensor array; (b) expected traffic flow derived from empirical data and Equation (6).
MACRO-CELL STRATEGY
Real-world problem generally involves a large scene such as a metropolitan city, or a huge lake. As a result, a SOIS-Hadoop system should be scalable so as to solve the largescale problems. In this work, a macro-cell strategy, which partitions the global physics domain (or scene) into multiple overlapping/non-overlapping element (cell) and then manipulates them independently [9] [10] [16] [48] [49] , will be employed to enhance the capability of the SOIS-Hadoop framework to handle large-scale problems. As illustrated in Fig. 8 , the physics domain (or scene) of interest can be discretized using Euler formulation or Lagrange formulation [49] . Inter-cell communications only occur between neighboring cells and they are only triggered while somewhat anomalous crowd behavior is observed and detected. Cell of particular interest will be particularly analyzed using modeling and simulation strategy (which is relatively computationally costly). Table 1 lists sample features value about macro-cell-oriented carp aggregation analysis [46] methods. Through sufficient training, the addressed system can accurately employ the known cellular features to predict the likelihood of aggregation occurrence through appropriate machine learning methods [50] such as logistic regression, neural network, Hidden Markov Method (HMM), and Bayesian learning, etc. [50] . 
CONCLUSION
A pilot SOIS-Hadoop system has been set-up and applied in a variety of real-world problems such as the prediction of the aggregation of carp [16] and vehicle traffic analysis [6] [9] [24] . Some preliminary while promising outcomes has achieved.
In the near future, we intend to make progress in the following directions: (1) Broaden the application of the proposed sensor-oriented information analysis system such as the simulation about the spread of epidemics diseases [16] , anomalous pedestrian detection [8] [15] , and structural health monitoring,, etc.; (2) Develop scalable numerical methods in the mathematical modeling of sensor oriented information analysis system: time integration method for the solution of governing equation, domain decomposition method in the finite element method, and polynomial preconditioning, etc.; (3) Optimize the exploitation of sensory data using dimensionality reduction (e.g. such as PCA) [50] ; (4) Optimize the cooperative control of sensor asset so as to obtain the optimal observation and high energy efficiency; (5) Employ more advanced and accurate mathematical model to formulate the expected behavior about TOI. For example, stochastic analysis can be introduced to formulate uncertainty of SOIS-Hadoop framework; and multi-scale modeling can be used to a seamlessly merge microscopic and macroscopic description about TOI.
